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Abstract

The topic of predicting the behavior of goal-driven agents has been studied from many angles in
numerous fields. There is no doubt it is an important task with a plethora of applications. In the
machine learning community, the literature has focused primarily on the single-agent setting. In-
verse optimal control techniques designed for this setting assume that the agent aims to maximizing
its utility. That is, the agent is optimally solving an unknown control problem. This assumption
allows them to both leverage off-the-shelf planners and attain strong statistical guarantees.

In this thesis, we will tackle behavior prediction in multi-agent settings. Here, unlike in the
single-agent case, one may not myopically maximize its reward—it must also reason about the
other agents’ decisions. As such, we must instead employ a game-theoretic equilibrium concept
in place of the utility-maximizing optimality criterion. We will consider this challenge from both
statistical and computational perspectives. That is, we propose new methods for both structured
and unstructured settings that are computationally efficient and require fewer observations than
standard machine learning techniques.



1 Introduction

Predicting the behavior of purposeful agents is a task that has been studied in many different
fields. For example, in the econometrics community they aim to infer consumer preferences [15, 21],
unobserved producer costs [1], substitution effects [1, 21], to detect price fixing [17] and predict
market entry [4, 27]. In the decision theory community, the aim is to understand human reasoning.
That is, how effects like spite, reciprocity, limited short-term memory, and so forth [16, 3, 7, 8] can
effect decision-making in ways that utility theory and game theory cannot account for. Finally, in
the machine learning community there has been work on both predicting human as well as robot
behavior. For the former, applications include taxi cab route prediction [36, 30], predicting and
avoiding pedestrians [35], and mouse cursor destination prediction [34]. For the latter, the same
techniques have been applied to vehicle path planning [26], robot crowd navigation [11], robot foot
placement [22, 23], and automated game playing.

In the machine learning community, the literature has focused primarily on the single-agent
setting [18, 35]. By assuming that the observed agent is purposeful, or goal-oriented, one can achieve
stronger statistical guarantees than otherwise possible with a standard classification approach.
Inverse optimal control techniques do exactly this—assume that the agent is approximately solving a
parametrized control problem. By “inverting” the observed behavior and deducing the parameters,
an off-the-shelf planner can be used to imitate the behavior in similar unobserved settingsi [22, 23].

In this thesis, we will consider the task of predicting purposeful behavior in multi-agent settings.
Unlike the single-agent decision-theoretic setting, here an agent cannot myopically maximize its
utility as it may compete for resources or cooperate to achieve a common goal with the other
agents in the environment. We will use the game-theoretic concept of regret as a stand in for
utility along with an equilibrium solution concept, a strategy stability condition, as opposed to the
utility-maximizing optimality criterion.

We will investigate this task from a statistical and a computational perspective. Statistically,
our interest lies in how many observations are required to accurately estimate purposeful behavior
as opposed to an arbitrary strategy. Empirically, we will also consider how well our approaches
perform when our assumptions (how we define purposeful) are not exactly met. Computationally,
we are interested in the efficiency of our methods compared to both standard machine learning
approaches as well as what is required to solve the underlying game itself.

This thesis is outlined as follows. First, we will introduce a generic framework for describing the
task of predicting purposeful behavior in strategic scenarios. An important part of this exposition
will be to highlight and distinguish how our various modelling choices can effect both statistical
and computational efficiency, as well as what assumptions they impose regarding the agents’ true
behavior. Afterwards, we will instantiate and examine this framework in numerous structured and
unstructured settings. Intertwined with these instantiations will be experimental results that both
validate our framework and emphasize the importance of data and features (as opposed to just
utility) as a pivotal tool for predicting purposeful behavior.

2 A Behavior Prediction Framework

The purpose of this section is to formulate a generic optimization problem for estimating purposeful
behavior in multi-agent scenarios from observations of play. We will leave open certain design
decisions, such as how to model the interaction and the detail available in the observations, until
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later sections, but we will highlight here how these choices can effect the statistical, computatonal,
and game-theoretic properties of our technique.

2.1 The Inverse Equilibrium Problem

First, we formally define a generic notion of a multi-agent scenario.

Definition 1. A vector-valued game, is a tuple Γ = (N,A, u) where

• N is the finite set of players,

• A is the finite set of outcomes, and

• ui : A → RK is the utility feature function for player i.

Prior to play, the players agree on a joint-strategy σ ∈ Σ. The structure of the joint-strategy
space Σ and how a joint-strategy σ is executed are modelling decisions that have been explored
extensively and ones that we will delve into in the later sections. Most importantly, a joint-strategy
imposes a probability distribution over the game’s outcomes, and, regardless of its implementation,
we let σ(a) be the probability of reaching outcome a.

Players aim to maximize their utility, a quantity measuring happiness or individual well-being.
We assume that the players’ utility is a common linear function of the utility features. We write
the utility for player i at outcome a under utility function w ∈ RK as

ui(a|w) = 〈ui(a), w〉 . (1)

In contrast to most standard definitions, where the utility functions for game outcomes are
known, in this work we assume that the true utility function, w∗, which governs observed
behavior, is unknown. This allows us to model real-world scenarios where a cardinal utility is not
available or is subject to personal taste. Consider, for instance, a scenario where multiple drivers
each choose a route along shared roads. Each outcome, which specifies a travel plan for all drivers,
has a variety of easily measurable quantities that may impact the utility of a driver, such as travel
time, distance, average speed, number of intersections and so on, but how these quantities map to
happiness depends on the internal preferences of the drivers. We overload

ui(σ) = Ea∼σ [ui(a)] , (2)

to be the expected utility features for player i under joint-strategy σ.
We say that a joint-strategy is stable, or in equilibrium [28], if no player can benefit by deviat-

ing from the agreed upon joint-strategy. There are numerous available notions of a deviation [2],
and thus notions of equilibrium. Our particular choice is intertwined with that of choosing the
mechanism for executing a joint-strategy and on the structure of the decision-making scenario. As
a concrete example, assume drivers in the above scenario choose a route independently according
to a common distribution. In this case, ignoring the agreed upon distribution and always taking
the shortest in distance route is an example of a deviation. Formally, we let fi : A → ∆A be a
deviation for player i and Φ = ∪i∈NΦi be a finite set of the deviations available to the players.

We measure the stability of a joint-strategy, or how close to equilibrium it is, with the notion
of regret. In words, it is the utility benefit of the most profitable deviation. Before its formal
definition, we first define the instantaneous regret features under deviation fi at outcome a as

rfi(a) = ui(fi(a))− ui(a), (3)
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and, similar to above, the expected regret features as

rfi(σ) = Ea∼σ [ui(fi(a))− ui(a)] . (4)

Then, we define the overall expected regret under utility function w as

Regret(σ|w) = max
f∈Φ

rf (σ|w). (5)

We say a joint-strategy is an ε-equilibrium if

Regret(σ|w) ≤ ε. (6)

Note, we have purposely omitted the player subscript on the deviation f in the definition of overall
regret and we will continue to do so, for notational convenience, in places where it is not relevant
in the current context.

Our ultimate interest lies in learning σ̂, an estimate of the true behavior. We will use proper-

ties of the game and
{
ot
}T
t=1

, a sequence of T observations from the space of observations O.
The distribution σ̂, our final estimator, is known as the predicted behavior. We call this task the
Inverse Correlated Equilibrium Problem (ICE). Note that above we have not forced independence
in the strategy execution mechanism, but, as we will see later, allowing the agents to coordinate
can be advantageous for computational reasons.

2.2 Rationality: The Path to Statistical Efficiency

Ignoring the player and utility information, this objective is just a classification problem—a problem
that has been well-studied and for which many efficient solutions are known. The hope is that by
making use of this additional information, we can much more accurately estimate the agents’
behavior. That is, if players are purposeful and utility-oriented, we can drastically decrease the
variance of our estimator by biasing towards stable joint-strategies.

Proposition 1. The players in a game are rational if they prefer joint-strategy σ over joint-
strategy σ́ when

Regret(σ|w∗) < Regret(σ́|w∗). (7)

Our rationality assumption states that the players are driven to minimize their regret. It is not
necessarily the case that they indeed have low or no regret, but simply that they can evaluate their
preferences and that they prefer joint-strategies with low regret. Through this assumption, we will
be able to reason about the players’ behavior solely through the game’s features; this is what leads
to the improved statistical properties of our approach.

As the agents’ true preferences w∗ are unknown, we consider an encompassing assumption that
requires that estimated behavior satisfy this property for all possible utility functions. A prediction
σ̂ is strongly rational if

∀w ∈ RK , Regret(σ̂|w) ≤ Regret(σ|w). (8)

This assumption is similar in spirit to the utility matching assumption employed by inverse
optimal control techniques in single-agent settings [18]. As in those settings, we have an if and only
if guarantee relating rationality and strong rationality.
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Theorem 1. If a prediction σ̂ is strongly rational and the players are rational, then they do not
prefer σ over σ̂.

Phrased another way, a strongly rational prediction is no worse than the true behavior.

Corollary 1. If a prediction σ̂ is strongly rational and the true behavior is an ε-equilibrium, then
σ̂ is also an ε-equilibrium.

Conversely, if we are uncertain about the true utility function we must assume strong rationality
or we risk predicting less desirable behavior.

Theorem 2. If a prediction σ̂ is not strongly rational and the players are rational, then there exists
a w ∈ RK such that σ is preferred to σ̂.

By restricting our attention to strongly rational behavior, at worst agents acting according to
their unknown true preferences will be indifferent between our predictive distribution and their
true behavior. That is, strong rationality is necessary and sufficient under the assumption players
are rational given no knowledge of their true utility function.

2.3 The Principle of Maximum Entropy

As we are interested in the problem of statistical prediction of strategic behavior, we must find a
mechanism with strong predictive performance to resolve the ambiguity remaining after accounting
for the rationality constraints. The principle of maximum entropy, due to Jaynes [13], provides
a well-justified method for choosing such a distribution. This choice leads to not only statistical
guarantees on the resulting predictions, but often to efficient optimization.

The Shannon entropy of a joint-strategy σ is

H(σ) = Ea∼σ [− log σ(a)] , (9)

and the principle of maximum entropy advocates choosing the distribution that maximizes this
quantity subject to known constraints. That is,

σMaxEnt = argmax
σ∈Σ

H(σ), subject to: (10)

g(σ) = 0 and h(σ) ≤ 0. (11)

The constraint functions, g and h, are typically chosen to capture the important or most salient
characteristics of the distribution. When those functions are affine and convex respectively, finding
this distribution is a convex optimization problem. The resulting log-linear family of distribu-
tions (e.g., logistic regression, Markov random fields, conditional random fields) are widely used
within statistical machine learning [5]. The intuition behind this selection criteria is that by select-
ing a more “random” distribution subject to our constraints we make fewer additional irrelevant
assumptions.

For our problem, the constraints are precisely that the distribution is strongly rational, ensuring
that whatever we predict has no more regret than the demonstrations.

Definition 2. The primal maximum entropy behavior estimation problem is

maximize
σ̂

H(σ̂) subject to: (12)

Regret(σ̂|w) ≤ Regret(o1...T |w), ∀w ∈ K (13)

σ̂ ∈ ∆A. (14)
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Note, we have introduced an important new component, the demonstrated regret estimator.
Though the notation may seem innocuous, this component of the optimization is both pivotal and
troublesome, as we will elaborate on later.

Importantly, the our estimator enjoys the following guarantee:

Lemma 1 ([10]). The maximum entropy behavior estimator minimizes over all strongly rational
distributions the worst-case log-loss when σ is chosen adversarially but subject to strong rationality.

Typically we do not optimize the primal problem directly as the dual program is often much
simpler in structure. For the time being we will delay this discussion, as we have not made concrete
all the components of the optimization.

2.4 Effects of Instantiating our Framework

The bulk of the theoretical portion of this thesis will examine different instantiations of the above
framework. That is, the various ways of making concrete the joint-strategy space, the notion of
regret, and the demonstrated regret estimator. In this section, though, we will discuss the key
effects and consequences that these choices can have.

First, let us examine the computational issues involved with computing the maximum entropy
behavior estimator. As it stands, the optimization problem is ill-defined and all three of our
decisions will have computational consequences. Ultimately, we hope that our choices lead to a
manageable convex formulation of the optimization and, thus, we will be able to efficiently compute
our estimator.

Fortunately, correlated joint-strategy spaces and their associated notion of entropy are typically
convex, but often this space is intractably large. This is especially the case in sequential scenarios,
where the combinatorial nature of the decisions leads to an exponential number of outcomes despite
a concise description of the interaction. We can sometimes surmount this by optimizing in the dual,
though often this leads to additional hurdles to overcome.

The notion of regret and the demonstrated regret estimator also have an important impact
on computational performance. As it is written, the primal optimization problem has an infinite
number of constraints, with each individual constraint itself not being particularly pleasant to deal
with. In fact, we must take care to ensure there is even a feasible joint-strategy. Again, optimizing
the dual program can transform or avoid the unpleasantries, but we will need to take advantage of
some type of structure to derive the dual program.

Next, let us discuss the statistical effects of our decisions. There are two fundamental questions
we look to answer. First, is our regret estimator consistent. Here, we mean that in the limit of
infinite observations, do we correctly estimate the true overall regret under any w. Second, is
our regret estimator efficient. That is, how many observations of play are necessary to accurately
estimate the true overall regret relative to the size of the game’s description.

We note that it may not always be possible to achieve a consistent estimator under certain
observation models. In particular, it is often the case in sequential decision-making scenarios that
large portions of the state space are never visited by the players. No matter how many observations
we are privileged to, we cannot hope to estimate the regret in the unobserved states without a more
invasive observation model.

Statistical efficiency of the regret estimator is perhaps the most important question. Our ul-
timate goal is to accurately estimate the players’ behavior with a small number of observations.
We do this by imposing a rationality assumption. That is, our construction essentially shifts the
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task from estimating a joint-strategy to estimating a joint-strategy’s regret. This is obviously only
useful if we can estimate these regret with fewer observations than the behavior itself.

An additional statistical question we will examine, though from more of an empirical angle, is
how robust our method is when the true behavior does not exactly satisfy our rationality assump-
tion. In practice, these assumptions will never be correct. Phrased another way, how does our
behavior estimator perform in the wild. Our hope is that the error introduced due to the incorrect
bias is small relative to benefit attained from the drastic variance reduction.

Finally, but equally as important, let us consider the game-theoretic consequences of our choices
and truly understand our assumptions. Most obviously, the notion of regret that we choose cor-
responds directly with the type of equilibrium we can recover. Should there be more than one
equilibrium in the game being played by the agents, it is of interest to investigate which one we will
recover. For example, if the players agree to play a social welfare maximizing correlated equilib-
rium under their true utility, as a consequence of our rationality constraints, our estimator will be
some correlated equilibrium. It is likely it will be something like the maximum entropy correlated
equilibrium, but it will not match exactly. Characterizing our prediction would be rather insightful.

Perhaps most intriguing, how we choose to estimate the demonstrated regret imposes an ad-
ditional bias on the types of behavior we can estimate. Additionally, the exact form of this bias
appears hard to quantify in general. To elaborate, in stateful scenarios it is unlikely our observations
will occur uniformly over the game. As a consequence of this, our regret estimator will be much
more data efficient if it is somewhat agnostic to the particular state from which an observation is
gathered. As we will examine later, this can in fact restrict the joint-strategies we can recover even
further and in nonintuitive ways. Less formally, there appears to be a tension between the most
efficient ways of using our data and conforming strictly to the standard equilibrium concepts. It is
of great interest, from both a game-theoretic and predictive perspectives, to understand the reasons
for and consequences of this tension. For example, the necessary conditions for strong predictive
performance may have a novel interpretation from a game-theoretic perspective.

3 Estimation in a Normal-form Game

In this section, we will instanticate our framework for a single matrix game. These games can
represent any finite interaction, but not necessarily in the most concise manner. By the end,
we will have shown a positive theoretical result—we can estimate behavior in a matrix game
with computation on the order of the game size and with only logarithmically many observations.
This work was published at the 28th International Conference on Machine Learning (ICML) in
2011 [31, 32].

3.1 Normal-form Games and Correlated Equilibria

Matrix games [20] are the canonical tool of game theorists for representing strategic interactions
ranging from illustrative toy problems, such as the “Prisoner’s Dilemma” and the “Battle of the
Sexes” games, to important negotiations, collaborations, and auctions.

Definition 3. A vector-valued normal-form game is a tuple Γ = (N,A, u) where

• N is the finite set of the game’s players,

• A is the set of the game’s outcomes or joint-actions, where
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• Ai is the finite set of actions or strategies for player i, and

• ui : A → RK is the utility feature function for player i.

We let |A| = maxi∈N |Ai|.

These games have no notion of state. Each player acts simultaneously, perhaps independently
or after agreeing on a joint-strategy, and the outcome is simply the tuple consisting of each player’s
action. That is, the only addition to our more general definition is that the outcome space factors
according to each player’s action. We will assume that the players agree on a joint-strategy σ prior
to play. Then, a moderator samples an action a and communicates to each player its portion of
the joint-action ai. It is up to the player to follow the moderator’s recommendation.

A well-studied classes of deviations under this model, where the players are given advice from
a moderator, are the switch deviations [2],

switchx→yi (a) =

{
(y, a−i) if ai = x

a otherwise,
(15)

which substitutes a particular action of player i’s for another. We call the set of all switch deviations
the internal deviation set, Φint. The set Φswap is the set of all deterministic deviations. Given
that the other players indeed play their recommended actions, there is no strategic advantage to
considering randomized deviations.

The most general deviation set, Φswap, corresponds with the ε-correlated equilibrium solu-
tion concept [2, 20]. Thus, regret can be thought of as a natural substitute for utility when assessing
the optimality of behavior in multi-agent settings. Unfortunately, this deviation set is prohibitively
large to use directly. Thankfully, internal regret is an |A|-approximation of swap regret and is
polynomially-sized in both the number of actions and players.

3.2 Behavior Estimation through the ICE Polytope

Let {at}Tt=1, a
t ∈ A be a sequence of T independent observations of behavior in game Γ distributed

according to σ, the players’ true behavior. We call the empirical distribution of the observations,
σ̃, the demonstrated behavior. Initially, let us consider just the estimation problem while we
have access to the players’ true behavior. Afterwards, we will analyze the error introduced by
approximating from the demonstrations.

Unfortunately, a direct translation of the strong rationality requirement with internal regret
into constraints on the distribution σ̂ leads to an unreasonable optimization problem as it involves
products of an infinite number of utility vectors with the behavior to be estimated. Fortunately,
we can provide an equivalent concise convex description of the constraints on σ̂ that ensures any
feasible distribution satisfies strong rationality. We denote this set of equivalent constraints as the
Inverse Correlated Equilibria (ICE) polytope.

Definition 4 (Standard ICE Polytope).

rf (σ̂) = Eg∼ηf [rg(σ)] , ∀f ∈ Φint (16)

ηf ∈ ∆Φint , ∀f ∈ Φint (17)

σ̂ ∈ ∆A. (18)
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In the context of multi-agent behavior, the principle of maximum entropy has been employed
to obtain correlated equilibria with predictive guarantees in normal-form games when the utilities
are known a priori. We will instead leverage its power with our rationality assumption to select
predictive distributions in games where the utilities are unknown, but the important features that
define them are available.

Definition 5. The primal maximum entropy ICE optimization problem is

maximize
σ̂,η

H(σ̂) subject to: (19)

rf (σ̂) = Eg∼ηf [rg(σ)] , ∀f ∈ Φint (20)

ηf ∈ ∆Φint , ∀f ∈ Φint (21)

σ̂ ∈ ∆A. (22)

This program is convex, feasible, and bounded. That is, it has a solution and is efficiently
solvable using simple techniques in this form.

As we mentioned, optimization in the dual can have computational advantages. Thankfully, in
this case we can derive the dual program:

Theorem 3. The dual maximum entropy ICE optimization problem is the following non-smooth,
but convex program:

minimize
θ

∑
f∈Φint

Regret(σ|θf ) + logZ(θ), where (23)

Z(θ) =
∑
a∈A

exp

− ∑
f∈Φint

rf (a|θf )

 . (24)

As the dual’s feasible set has non-empty relative interior, strong duality holds by Slater’s
condition—there is no duality gap. We can also use a dual solution to recover σ̂.

Lemma 2. Strong duality holds for the maximum entropy ICE optimization problem and given
optimal dual weights θ∗, the maximum entropy ICE joint-strategy σ̂ is

σ̂(a) ∝ exp

− ∑
f∈Φint

rf (a|θ∗,f )

 . (25)

The dual formulation of our program has important inherent computational advantages. First,
as their are no constraints, the optimization is particularly well-suited for gradient-based optimiza-
tion [25], a trait not shared by the primal program. Second, the number of dual variables,

∣∣Φint
∣∣K,

is typically much fewer than the number of primal variables, |A|+
∣∣Φint

∣∣2. Though the computation-
per-iteration is still a function of this larger quantity (to compute the partition function), these
two advantages together let us scale to larger problems than if we consider optimizing the primal
objective. Computing the expectations necessary to descend the dual gradient can leverage recent
advances in the structured, compact game representations: in particular, any graphical game with
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Algorithm 1 Dual MaxEnt ICE Gradient

Input: Let σ̂ be the prediction given the current dual weights, θ, as from Equation (25).
for f ∈ Φint do
g∗ ← argmaxg∈Φint rg(σ|θf )

∇f ← rg
∗
(σ)− rf (σ̂)

end for
return ∇

low-treewidth or finite horizon Markov game enables these computations to be performed in time
that scales only polynomially in the number of decision makers [14].

Algorithm 1 describes the dual gradient computation. This can be incorporated with any
non-smooth gradient method, such as the subgradient method [25], to approach the optimal dual
weights.

3.3 Sample Complexity

In practice, we do not have full access to the agents’ true behavior, hence motivating our estimation
technique. Instead, we may only approximate the desired expectations by averaging over a finite
number of observations,

rf (σ|w) ≈ rf (σ̃|w) =
1

T

T∑
t=1

rf (at|w). (26)

In real applications there are costs associated with gathering these observations and, thus, there
are inherent limitations on the quality of this approximation. Next, we will analyze the sensitivity
of our approach to these types of errors.

First, although |A| is exponential in the number of players, our technique only accesses σ̃
through expected regret features of the form rf (σ̃|w). That is, we need only approximate these
features accurately, not the distribution σ. We can bound how well the regrets match in terms of∣∣Φint

∣∣ ≤ N |A|2.

Theorem 4. With probability at least 1− δ, for any w, by observing T ≥ 1
2ε2

log
2|Φint|K

δ outcomes
we have for all deviations rf (σ̃|w) ≤ rf (σ|w) + ε∆ ||w||1.

Here, ∆ is the maximum possible regret over all basis directions. The proof is an application
of the union bound and Hoeffding’s inequality.

Alternatively, we can bound how well the regrets match independently of the space’s dimension
by considering each utility function separately.

Theorem 5. With probability at least 1− δ, for any w, by observing T ≥ 1
2ε2

log
|Φint|
δ outcomes we

have for all deviations rf (σ̃|w) ≤ rf (σ|w) + ε∆(w).

Here, ∆(w) is the maximum possible regret under w.
Both of the above bounds imply that, so long as the true utility function is not too complex,

with high probability we need only logarithmic many samples in terms of
∣∣Φint

∣∣ and K to closely
approximate rf (σ) and avoid a large violation of our rationality condition.
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Theorem 6. If for all f and a some w, rf (σ̃|w) ≤ rf (σ|w)+γ then Regret(σ̃|w) ≤ Regret(σ|w)+γ.

In words, we have shown that we can accurately estimate the internal regret features for a matrix
game of size O(|A|N ) with only O(log |N ||A|K) observations of play. Thus, should our rationality
assumption hold, our method requires exponentially fewer observations than simply estimating the
outcome distribution directly.

4 Estimation in a Stateful Setting

In the previous section, we built a well-justified procedure for estimating rational behavior in a
matrix game. Unfortunately, there are numerous deficencies with the matrix game model that stop
us short of tackling most practical applications. In this section, we will isolate some of these issues
and describe the steps we have taken on the path to overcome them.

The most obvious practical roadblock is the inability to concisely represent any notion of state
or sequence with a matrix game. Let us first attempt to incorperate a restricted notion of state.
In particular, imagine that prior to play nature alters the game’s utility features and the players
observe these changes before agreeing on a joint-strategy. For example, the weather, which is known
to the drivers, effects travel time along the available routes. We will fix the players and their actions
a priori soley for expositional purposes.

Let us illustrate the problems with applying our current approach. If we choose to reduce
such a stateful scenario to a single matrix game, then, as a player can act only once, an action
in the reduced game must describe a complete strategy—how an agent would act in every state
simultaneously. Thus, the number of actions for a player is exponential in the number of states.
The size of this matrix game alone is enough to make such a reduction intractible for computational
reasons, but as an additional complication the natural observation model is also different here. In
particular, we typically only partially observe each player’s strategy. That is, we observe the action
only in the state that nature selects. This nuance transforms our intractible reduction into simply
an inapplicable one.

A second equally unappealing approach is to simply treat each state as its own seperate game.
Though, in a sense, we are able to apply such a reduction, we can no longer leverage observations
across the various states despite their common utility function. Furthermore, there is not even a
hint as how to generalize the players’ behavior to unobserved states. Statistically, one would believe
we can do much better.

Formally, let us define these scenarios.

Definition 6. A vector-valued parametrized game is a tuple Γ = (N ,S,A, µ, u) where

• N is the finite set of the game’s players,

• S is a set of the game’s states,

• A = ×i∈NAi is the set of the game’s joint-actions, where

• Ai is the finite set of actions for player i,

• µ is nature’s distribution over S, and

• usi : A → RK is the utility feature function for player i in state s.
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We call these parametrized games as a state is described completely by its utility feature func-
tions. As is natural, a joint-strategy is now indexed by nature’s choice of state. That is, σs ∈ ∆A
for each s ∈ S.

As the players observe the state prior to play, it is natural to allow them to delay their decision
to deviate as well. To account for this, we must augment the switch deviations to include the
observed state in addition to the recommended action:

switchs,x→yi : A → A (27)

To be pedantic, we should consider defining overall expected regret as the sum of the best
deviations in each state weighted appropriately by µ. In the literature, this is typically not done.
The convention is to ignore both the sum and the weight. That is, the regret under a deviation
is conditioned on being able to apply it. We note that in parametrized games that this notion of
regret is an |S|-approximation of the weighted total.

By defining expected regret in the conventional fashion, we arrive at the first point of tension
between the statistical side of behavior estimation and the natural notion of equilibrium. In partic-
ular, all states except for one are irrelevent when determining the regret of a joint-strategy. If this
particular state is rarely visited by nature, it can be much more difficult to estimate this quantity.
Unfortunately, if we try to remedy this by weighing the regret by the probability of reaching each
state (and either totalling across states, or not), it alters the semantic meaning of a deviation in
a peculiar way. The players effectively lose the ability to reason about different states in isolation
when considering a deviation. We will revisit this from a slightly different angle later in this section.

In the following subsections, we will enumerate our attempts thus far at behavior estimation
and prediction in these stateful scenarios. The first two have some theoretic justification, but
are not quite capable of tackling parametrized games. The final two approaches are promising
experimentally, but we do not yet understand the assumptions they impose about agent rationality.

4.1 Interpreting the Dual Variables

Our original inspiration for imposing strong rationality on the players stems from Abbeel and Ng’s
work in single-agent settings [18]. In particular, they require that their prediction match the utility
features of the demonstrations. This ensures that, regardless of the true utility function, their
prediction performs as well in terms of utility as the underlying true behavior.

Ziebart et. al. consider a maximum entropy approach using these utility matching con-
straints [35]. They derive a dual optimization whose weights θ have an interpretation as a utility
function and where the agent employs the softmax function,

σ(a) ∝ exp (u(a|θ)) , (28)

as a decision rule. This interpretation enables them to generalize the observed behavior to novel
settings.

We, too, consider interpreting the dual weights in our setting to achieve the same goal. Our
dual optimization for normal-form games results in a collection of utility functions, θf , each of
which is indexed by a particular deviation f ∈ Φint. This naming is particularly troublesome as a
novel situation can have different actions, and thus, a different set of deviations.

Through the Karash-Kuhn-Tucker optimality conditions, we now derive an optimization pro-
cedure that allows us to, in a sense, anonymize the weights, or remove their explicit association
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with a deviation. Specifically, assume we are given λ1...M such that there is an unknown bijection
g : [M ]→ Φint where λj = θ∗,g(j).

We can show that the convex optimization,

minimize logZ(θ), subject to: (29)

θf =
∑
j∈[M ]

αjfλ
j , ∀f ∈ Φint (30)

αj ∈ ∆Φint , ∀j ∈ [M ] (31)

recovers the same prediction as the optimal weights Θ∗. To demystify the above, consider the dual
ICE optimization where we assign the weights from Λ to the named Θ parameters. That is, each
λj must be completely distributed amongst the switch deviations.

minimize
∑
f∈Φint

Regret(σ̃|θf ) + logZ(θ), subject to: (32)

θf =
∑
j∈[M ]

αjfλ
j , ∀f ∈ Φint (33)

αj ∈ ∆Φint , ∀j ∈ [M ] (34)

This is an upper bound, as we have additional constraints, on the dual ICE optimization. By
choosing Λ to be the optimal weights, this bound is tight as the additional constraints are irrelevant.
We can further show, using the Karash-Kuhn-Tucker conditions, that the leading regret term is
constant at optimality. That is, these two optimizations have the same solution set.

This shows that the set Λ, which does not associate utility functions with particular deviations,
encodes the necessary information about the demonstrations. That is, though we have no theoretical
justification for doing so, we can use a set Λ learned from one game to predict behavior in a novel
situation.

By considering the dual of the assignment program, we note that it is closely related to the
primal maximum entropy correlated equilibrium program. In particular, the constraints can be
interpreted as enforcing the prediction is an ε-correlated equilibrium for each utility function in Λ.
The magnitude of each utility function determines its relative importance as well as the trade off
between entropy and the equilibrium constraints.

The main drawback of this approach is that we must be able to accurately estimate the regret
features in a single source game—we cannot make use of observations across different states. Addi-
tionally, the generalization leap is much less intuitive than in the single-agent setting. Even though
little can be said about generalization in that setting, the familiar form of a utility function and
decision rule are a comforting addition to its strong practical performance.

4.2 Estimating Player Suboptimality

Next, let us consider our scenario with known utility functions, where K = 1 and w∗ = 1. In the
absence of any data, Ortiz suggests one should predict the maximum entropy correlated equilibrium
in every state [19]. That is,

σ̂ = argmax
σ∈∆A

H(σ), subject to: (35)

rf (σ) ≤ 0 ∀f ∈ Φint (36)
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Following this, it seems reasonable that if one could estimate the players’ suboptimality from ob-
servations of play that one could improve performance by instead predicting the maximum entropy
ε-correlated equilibrium:

σ̂ = argmax
σ∈∆A

H(σ), subject to: (37)

rf (σ) ≤ ε
(
o1...T

)
∀f ∈ Φint (38)

As a first attempt at estimating this quantity, we simply find the ε that maximizes the likelihood
of the observations. Unfortunately, this optimization is not convex, or, as far as we know, easy to
solve in some other fashion. Our solution performs a decreasing sweep on the ε parameter. By
sweeping, we can avoid solving a correlated equilibrium from scratch every time we change ε by
starting from the previous equilibrium.

To assess the empirical performance, we examined a generalization of the Battle of the Sexes
game. Each player independently chooses one of M events to attend, for example an opera or a
sporting event. We draw the players’ preferences for each event uniformly on [0, 1] to fix a state.
There is a utility bonus of α for choosing the same event as another player. The demonstrations
come from a 0.1-correlated equilibrium that maximizes the first player’s utility and only a single
observation is drawn per state.

To highlight our preliminary results, we noticed first that the maximum entropy correlated
equilibrium has a likelihood of zero on the holdout set. That is, the tighter regret constraints
overly restrict the support of the predicted distribution. The fitting procedure described above
performs very well, but interestingly the best ε is approximately 0.08—less than the true value of
the parameter.

There are a few issues with transitioning this approach to our more general setting. Most
prominently, it is not clear how to handle an arbitrary number of features. Given a particular utility
function, we can apply this procedure to give an estimate of expected regret, but as we have seen
above this estimate is not consistent. That is, from our experiments we see that this procedure does
not always converge to the correct regret estimate. We could incorporate this procedure with our
prediction program with constraint generation, but it is not clear which constraints to considered.
Furthermore, our sweeping approach is rather brittle as it relies on there being a single parameter
to estimate. If we wish, for example, to consider suboptimality on a per player basis, we could not
employ such a technique.

4.3 Conditional ICE

By estimating player suboptimality, we can make use of observations across states. Unfortunately,
it appears we are restricted to games with known utility and, as we observed previously, it is unlikely
our estimator is consistent. It is possible that this is the best we can do without further assumptions
regarding the game, the behavior, or by altering our observation model. The major problem stems
from the inability to infer the regrets in one state using observations from another—that is, our
deviations are conditioned on the observed state.

Let us elaborate on this point, as it can be subtle at first and is the source of the tension between
statistical estimation and the standard equilibrium models. Consider any state s ∈ S and two
actions x, y ∈ A and call the associated switch deviation here f . If we could accurately estimate
the expected regret features from our observations, rf (o1...T ), then our normal-form estimation
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technique would be a suitable solution. It is natural to estimate this from our observations as

rf (o1...T ) =
1

|o1...T (s)|
∑

a∈o1...T (s)

rf (a), (39)

where o1...T (s) = {(s′, a) | (s′, a) ∈ o1...T , s = s′} is the set of observations from state s.
Here, we only consider observations from state s. This corresponds directly with the standard

notion where a player can observe the state prior to choosing a deviation. As a consequence, our
effective sample size is E

[∣∣o1...T (s)
∣∣] = µ(s)T for finite S. If µ(s) is small, our effective sample size

for this deviation is also tiny. As regret is the benefit of the best deviation, we require our estimated
regret features to be uniformly good across all deviations. That is, with this notion of regret our
overall sample complexity is a function of the least visited state.

If we are willing to change our notion of regret by forcing the players to deviate prior to observing
the state, we can estimate the regret features as

rf (o1...T ) =
1

T

∑
a∈o1...T (s)

rf (a). (40)

This treats all observations occurring outside s has having zero regret under f . We can interpret
this as a deviation having no effect if the opportunity to execute it does not arise.

At first, it may seem like this construction remedies the initial problem. In particular, we now
use every observation to estimate the regret of every deviation, regardless of its availablity—our
sample size is T and the error in our estimator should decreases likeO(1/

√
T ). Unfortunately, hiding

in this rate is a constant that depends on the magnitude of what we are estimating. Effectively, all
we have done is a change of units by weighing the regret by µ(s). When we account for this, the
two notions converge at the same rate.

A consequence of the above is that we essentially gain nothing from gathering observations
outside the game we are interested in. That is, we are about as well off throwing away those
observations and employing our normal-form technique. One way to remedy this is to non-trivially
link the deviations across states. By doing so, regardless of what state we observe, we improve our
estimate of the expected regret for executing every deviation.

To move forward, let us assume that the actions have similar semantic meaning across all the
states. We will discuss this assumption more concretely in a moment, but the consequence is to
can estimate the regret features as

rfi(o
1...T ) =

1

T

T∑
t=1

us
t

i (f(at))− usti (a). (41)

All that remains is to choose a notion of entropy and we can piece together an optimization prob-
lem. In particular, taking the expected entropy across all states is very reasonable, Es∼µ [H(σs)].

The dual optimization and dual gradient computation change very little with this notion of
deviation. In particular, the optimization parameters can still be interpreted as one utility function
per deviation and the portion of the gradient pertaining to the current prediction is simply the
weighted average of the predictions across the states.

An additional benefit is that we gain the ability to generalize the behavior to unobserved states.
As the deviations are named, there is no need to recover any sort of mapping in a novel situation—
we can use the dual weights as is to predict behavior.
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What is peculiar is the interpretation of a deviations. Though we allow the players to condition
their joint-strategy on the observed state, a deviation is agnostic to state. Another interpretation
is that the players agree on a joint-strategy across all states ahead of time, but only the moderator
observes the state when it comes time to play.

Figure 1: Regulatory index values for select counties in Texas. Blue means little regulation and
lower costs to enter the market. Red means higher costs.

Despite this oddity, we have used this method with some success on a real dataset. We consid-
ered the task of predicting the behavior of mid-scale hotel chains, like Holiday Inn and Ramada,
in the state of Texas. Given demographic and regulatory features of a county, we wish to predict
if each chain is likely to open a new hotel or to close an existing one. The observations of play are
derived from quarterly tax records over a fifteen year period from forty counties, amounting to a
total of 2, 205 observations. The particular counties selected had records of all of the demographic
and regulatory features, had at least four action observations, and none was a chain’s flagship
county. Figure 1 highlights the selected counties and visualizes their regulatory practices.

The demographic and regulatory features were aggregated from various sources and generously
provided to us by Prof. Junichi Suzuki [27]. The demographic features for each county include
quantities such as size of its population and its area, employment and household income statistics,
as well as the presence or absence of an interstate, airport or national park. The regulatory features
are indices measuring quantities such as commercial land zoning restrictions, tax rates and building
costs. In addition to these noted features, which are fixed across all time periods, there are time-
varying features such as the number of hotels and rooms for each chain and the aggregate quarterly
income.

We model each quarterly decision as a parameterized simultaneous-move game with six players.
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Each player, a mid-scale hotel chain, has the action set {Close,NoAction,Open}, resulting in
729 total outcomes. For the game’s utility, we allocated the county’s features to each player in
proportion to how many hotels they owned. That is, if a player operated 3 out of 10 hotels, the
features associated with utility at that outcome would be the county’s feature vector scaled by 0.3.
We included bias features associated with each action to account for fixed costs associated with
opening or closing a hotel.

In the observation data, there are a small number of instances where a chain opens or closes
more than one hotel during a quarter. These events are mapped to Open and Close respectively.
Though the outcome-space is quite large, the outcome distribution is extremely biased and the
actions of the chains are highly correlated. In particular, over 80% of time the time no action is
taken, around 17% of the time a single chain acts, and less than 3% of the time more than one chain
acts. As a result, one expects the featureless multinomial estimator to have reasonable performance
despite a large number of classes.

For experimentation, we evaluated four algorithms: a smoothed multinomial distribution trained
to minimize the leave one out cross-validation loss, MaxEnt inverse optimal control trained once
for all players, multi-class logistic regression over the joint action space, and conditional ICE with
utility matching constraints. As a substitute for L1-regularization, we selected the 23 best features
based on their reduction in training error when using logistic regression. Each county had 63
features available. Of the top 23 features selected, 11 were regulatory indices.

For the logistic regression and ICE predictors, we only used utility features on the 13 high
probability outcomes (no firms build, and one firm acting). The remaining outcomes had only
bias features associated with them to help prevent overfitting. We experimented with a number
of types of bias features, for example, 4 bias features (one for no firms build, one for a single firm
builds, one for a single firm closes and one for all remaining outcomes), as well as 729 bias features
(one for each outcome). We found that, though on their own the different bias features had varied
predictive performance, when combined with utility and regret features they were quite similar
given the appropriate regularization. In the best performing model, which we present here, we
used 729 bias features resulting in 1, 028 parameters to the logistic regression model.

In the ICE predictor, we tied together the weights for each deviation across all the players to
reduce the number of model parameters. For example, all players shared the same dual parameters
for the NoAction → Open deviation. Effectively, this alters the rationality assumption such that
the average regret across all players is the quantity of interest, instead of the maximum regret.
Operationally, this is implemented as summing each deviation’s gradient in the dual. This treats
the players anonymously, thus we implicitly and incorrectly assume that conditioned on the county’s
parameters each firm is identical. Due to the use parameter tying, the ICE predictor has an
additional 156 model parameters.

The test losses reported were computed using ten-fold cross validation. To fit the regularization
parameters for logistic regression, MaxEnt IOC and MaxEnt ICE, we held out 10% of the training
data and performed a parameter sweep. For logistic regression, a separate parameter sweep and
regularization was used for the bias and utility features. For MaxEnt ICE, an additional regulariza-
tion parameter was selected for the regret parameters. A sample of the predictions from MaxEnt
ICE are shown in Figure 2.

In the left of Figure 3, we present the test errors of the three parameterized methods in terms
of their offset from that of the featureless multinomial. This quantity has lower variance than the
absolute errors, allowing for more accurate comparisons. We see that the addition of the regret
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Figure 2: The marginalized probability that a chain will build a hotel in Spring 1996 predicted by
MaxEnt ICE. Brighter shades of green denote higher probabilities.

features more than doubles the improvement of logistic regression from 2.6% to 6.3%, where as the
inverse optimal control method only sees a 4.3% improvement.

In the center of Figure 3, we show the test log-loss when the methods are only required to
predict if any firm acts. Here, the models are still trained over their complete outcome spaces and
their predictions are marginalized. We see that all three methods are equal within noise. That is,
the differences in the predictive performances come solely from each method’s ability to predict
who acts. We additionally performed this experiment without the use of regulatory features and
found that the logistic regression method achieved a relative loss of −0.027300. Using a paired
comparison between the two methods, we note that this difference of 0.004443 is significant with
error 0.001886. This echoes Suzuki’s conclusions the regulatory environment in this industry affect
firms’ decisions to build new hotels [27], measured here by improvements in predictive performance.

In the right of Figure 3, we demonstrate the test log loss conditioned on at least one firm
acting—the portion of the loss that differentiates the methods. The logistic regression method
with only utility features performs the worst with a 1.8% improvement over the multinomial base
line, the individual inverse optimal control method improves by 4.1% and MaxEnt ICE performs
the best with a 6.3% improvement. That is, the addition of regret features, and hence accounting
for the strategic aspects of the game, have a significant effect on the predictive performance in this
setting. We note that replacing the regulatory features in the regret portion of the MaxEnt ICE
model actually slightly improves performance to −0.471763, though not by a significant margin.
This implies that the regulatory features have little or no bearing on predicting exactly the firm
that will act, which suggests the regulatory practices are unbiased.
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Figure 3: (Left) Test log loss on the full outcome space relative to the smoothed multinomial, which
has log loss 1.58234 ± 0.058088. (Center) Test log loss no build vs. build outcomes only. Loss is
relative multinomial, with log loss 0.721466± 0.016539. (Right) Test log loss conditioned on build
outcomes only. Loss is relative multinomial, with log loss 6.5911± 0.116231.

4.4 Generalizing Regret Feature Estimation

Conceptually, we can think of action or deviation correspondence as just binary features. Next,
we will generalize conditional ICE to make use of arbitrary deviation features. With the appro-
priate features, this will allow us to predict behavior in scenarios where we do not have exact
correspondence between actions or deviations while still making use of related observations.

Re-examining our approach for prediction in normal-form games, our observations are necessary
to estimate rf (σ) the regret features for every deviation. Regardless of how we estimate these, given
that they are accurate, our prediction will enjoy the same strong guarantees as in the matrix game
setting.

Consider now that we are endowed with a deviation feature function, a function φ : S ×Φint →
Rd. This is always available, for example, each deviation can have its own unique indicator feature,
though these features are not particularly informative. The hope is that by employing a standard
regression algorithm we can estimate the regret features from the deviation features, and with fewer
observations than before.

A small nuance worth highlighting, each individual observation of play gives us a vector of in-
stantaneous regret features. Our normal-form estimation program requires expected regret features.
In game-theoretic terms, a player’s decision to deviate cannot be based on the actual joint-action
sampled by the moderator. It can only be based on the conditinal distribution over joint-actions.
Thankfully, the regressor that minimizes squared error is the mean—the quantity we require. That
is, so long as our regressor is capable of representing the truth, this approach will be consistent.

We have tested and had success with this approach in generalized Battle of Sexes. For these
experiments, we randomly generated four additional irrelevant utility features in addition to the
players’ true preferences. As we mentioned previously, these games are completely described by
the players’ utility vectors—a vector of length 5N . To construct our deviation features, we take
the Kronecker product of this description with an indicator vector of the from and to actions. In
other words, we fill in the ith block of size 5 with the utility vector if the ith action is the to action,
negative the utility vector if the ith action is the from action, and zero otherwise. Our observations
were generated in the same fashion as before, by sampling a single joint-action from a first player
optimizing 0.1-correlated equilibrium of a randomly selected game. Our choice of regressor was a
regression random forest.

The empirical results of these experiments were astonishing relative to our suboptimality fitting
approach. We achieved effectively zero test error with the same number of samples as before despite
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the addition of irrelevant features. This is likely due to the fact that here we estimate more than
a single parameter. Thus, we have potentially more representational power.

We have also tested this approach on the hotel market entry dataset. Unfortunately, we were
not able to outperform conditional ICE. The two methods statistically tied. On a positive note, we
achieved the same accuracy with essentially no tweaking or feature engineering. Conditional ICE
was much more sensitive to the choice of features and hyperparameters.

4.5 Open Issues with Prediction in Parametrized Games

The preliminary empirical performance of generalized ICE leads us to believe it may be the founda-
tion of a practical solution, but we do not yet understand when it is guaranteed to be consistent and
when it will statistically outperform our normal-form approach. These two questions likely depend
on properties of both the game and the players’ joint-strategy. Our hope is to make a concrete
statement regarding the types of games and behaviors we can estimate using this approach. We aim
to do this by examining the game-theoretic consequences of the necessary statistical conditions.

Furthermore, it is disheartening that we have not found a solution to the original stateful
behavior prediction task. That is, without the addition of domain-specific deviation features.
Unfortunately, we believe that the original task may be simply impossible in some situations and
we hope to provide a counterexample that shows why.

Finally, we will include more thorough experimental results to properly vet our approach. In
particular, we aim to show that: utility itself is not enough to predict intelligent strategic behavior
and that observations of play can drastically improve predictive accuracy. We have at our disposal
a number of small matrix games along with observations of human play gathered in laboratory
settings. Prior work on this dataset has combined notions of bounded rationality with local model
fitting to a training set with some success [33]. We hope that by extracting features that encode
notions of human irrationality, like reciprocity and spite, that our approach will outperform this
work both in terms of prediction accuracy and its computational requirements.

5 Estimation in Sequential Settings

Though normal-form games and parametrized games can represent almost every imaginable strate-
gic scenario, there are still many of interest that they cannot capture concisely. In particular,
any notion of sequence cannot be represented explicitly and results in an outcome space that is
exponential in the length of the decision sequence. As such, though parametrized games enable
prediction in many more scenarios than matrix games, our approach is still not suitable for many
interesting applications for both computational and statistical reasons.

Broadly, this remainder of the proposal focuses on the above issue—how to exploit sequential
structure found in many interesting scenarios to practically enable the prediction of strategic be-
havior using observations of play. First, let us define the two succinct game models we will consider.
After, we will discuss the challenges we must overcome.

5.1 Stochastic Games

Arguably the simplest sequential extension of a matrix game is a stochastic, or Markov, game [20].
Here, the players act in a series of sequence of simultaneous decisions. This introduces a notion of
state that is a function of both nature and a sequence of joint-actions. More concretely,
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Definition 7. A vector-valued stochastic game, Γ = (N,S,A, u, µ, π), is a tuple where,

• N is the finite set of players,

• S is the finite set of states,

• A = ×i∈NAi is the finite set of joint-actions, where

• Ai is the set of player i’s actions,

• us,i : A → RK , is the utility feature function for player i in state s,

• µ ∈ ∆S is the starting state distribution, and

• πsa ∈ ∆S is the transition distribution when the players play joint-action a ∈ A in state
s ∈ S.

Note that we have a single set of joint-actions across all states only to simplify the exposition.
Stochastic games can succinctly represent a much more diverse set of strategic scenarios than

normal-form games. For example, turn taking games of perfect information such as chess, checkers,
and backgammon fit into this model. As do some games where states can be revisited, like the
boardgame Monopoly. They are a generalization of Markov decision processes (MDPs) to multi-
agent scenarios.

Naturally, to play the game the agents now require a joint-strategy for each state s ∈ S. We
will only concern ourselves in Markov joint-strategies, or stationary joint-strategies which
may only condition on the current state, not on the sequence of states and actions taken to get
there. We let σs ∈ ∆A denote the players’ true behavior in state s.

With the sequential nature of a stochastic game, the players now wish to maximize their cu-
mulative utility according to an unknown utility function, w∗ ∈ RK , and a joint-strategy is stable,
or in equilibrium, if no player can benefit by a unilateral deviation. What is less obvious is how
to define the deviation set and if an equilibrium always exists in the space of Markov strategies.
To answer the former, the natural extension of the switch deviation in matrix games can condition
its deviation on both the state and action prescribed and must specify an action to deviate to in
all states. There are |N ||S||A|1+|S| such deviations. That is, once a player deviates they no longer
receive advice from the moderator. The answer to the latter, does an equilibrum always exists, is
affirmative if the game has a finite horizon, or if the reward is discounted.

5.2 Extensive-form Games

Stochastic games are a natural model for many interesting problems and, many important tasks,
like best response and ε-equilibrium computation, conveniently decompose across a games’ states.
Unfortunately, they share the inability to explicitly encode imperfect information with matrix
games. For example, many card games, like bridge, hearts, or poker, cannot be decomposed into
states as a player’s cards are private information. A more general class of games, extensive-form
games [20], are more apt for representing scenarios with imperfect information.

Definition 8. A vector-valued extensive-form game, Γ = (N,H, A, p, I, π), is a tuple where

• N is the finite set of players,
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• H is a finite set of histories,

• Ah is the set of actions available at history h,

• if Ah is empty, we call h a terminal history, and Z ⊆ H is the set of such histories,

• p : Zc → N ∪ {c} is the player choice function, where c denotes a chance or nature
decision,

• π(h) ∈ ∆Ah
is nature’s action distribution for all h where p(h) = c,

• I, the set of information sets, is a partition of Zc, and

• ui : Z → RK is the utility feature function for player i.

The history φ ∈ H is a special and called the root history. This is where play starts. For
all h ∈ H and a ∈ Ah, h ◦ a ∈ H is h’s successor when a is played. That is, a history is simply a
sequence of actions and together they form a rooted tree.

All the histories in an information set, I ∈ I, are indistinguishable to the decision maker.
Information sets are the mechanism for encoding imperfect or unobserved information. For this
reason we place addition constraints on this partition. First, the same player must act at all histories
in an information set and these histories must share the same action set. Second, we impose a more
complicated condition known as perfect recall. In words it means a player cannot be forced to
forget anything it at one point knew. More concretely, all histories in an information set must share
the same the sequence of prior information sets from the decision maker’s point-of-view.

When playing a correlated strategy in an extensive-form game, the moderator reveals actions
to each player as the game progresses. Similarly to in a stochastic game, in an extensive-form
game a player may condition a deviation on the observed information set and recommended action.
Once a player deviates, though, the moderator refuses to recommend further actions to that player.
Advice to the remaining players is still provided as if no deviation has occurred [29]. Unfortunately,
though the extensive-form game representation is succinct, to the best of our knowledge arbitrary
joint-strategies cannot be represented more efficiently than in normal-form representation. The
pure strategy space is at most |A||I| and there is no more than |I||A|1+|I| deviations. Though
these spaces are intractably large, there are efficient methods for finding and representing certain
ε-equilibrium [12, 9, 6]. At this point, it is open as to if our techniques will be viable in this domain.

5.3 Challenges with Prediction in Sequential Scenarios

The first major challenge we encounter is statistical in nature. In normal-form games, a joint-action
is a complete description of the behavior taken by each agent. In sequential scenarios, we usually do
not observe a complete strategy profile, the analogue of a joint-action. Typically, we only observe
the behavior along a path of play. In parametrized games we can estimate the instantaneous
regret features deviation in the observed state. In a sequential setting we cannot even compute
instantaneous regret from traces of play as the other players have future decisions to make along
unobserved paths.

Unfortunately, for this reason we do not believe that it is possible under this natural obser-
vation model to estimate the expected regret features for a deviation even in the limit of infinite
observations. It is often the case, for example, that large portions of a game’s states or histories
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are not visited by rational players. In order to estimate the utility of a player that deviates into an
unobserved region of the game, we must know how the opposing players act in this region. This is
not an issue in single-agent settings, as there are no other players, or in matrix games, as there are
no further actions.

The above result would imply that even if we were to circum the other challenges, we must
change our observational model or our rationality assumption in order to proceed further. We
propose to examine both of these relaxation directions.

In sequential single-agent settings, a result by Ross et. al. provides a quadratic-in-time lower
bound on the loss of any imitation learning algorithm given only traces of execution collected a
priori [24]. This result is negative. It effectively states that if a policy trained in this manner errs
early in the sequence of actions it can never hope to recover. The authors then show that through
interaction with the expert policy, that is, by perturbing its actions during data collection, this
bound can be subverted. We believe that introducing interaction, hence changing the observational
model, can also rectify our negative result.

To sketch an inefficient strategy, we can estimate the expected utility features under the true
behavior and any deviation by simply altering the agents’ play according to that deviation should
the opportunity arise. This shows that estimation is at least possible with an observational model
that allows interaction, but, as the number of deviations in sequential settings can be exponentially
large, it it is not particularly appealing.

In terms of relaxing our rationality assumption, that is, changing the notion of a deviation,
there are two goals: to enable regret feature estimation as well as have it be tractable. Recall
that, as the conventional notion of a deviation must describe a complete strategy in all possible
future states, there are an exponential number of deviations to consider. Zinkevich et. al. describe
a notion of regret, counterfactual regret, that bounds external regret in an extensive-form game
and is manageable sized [37]. We shall consider similar notions in both stochastic and extensive-
form games. In doing so, we will consider both how to minimize these new notions of regret, as
well as how to optimize over joint-strategies constrained by this notion of regret. Our hope is
that in the stochastic game setting that the optimization will somehow factor across the states,
though it is unlikely we will be able to factor the optimization in the extensive-form setting. We
note that optimizing over the space of extensive-form correlated equilibrium appears to be a hard
problem [29].

In order to estimate these new notions of regret without the use of interaction, we will need
to make similar adjustments as in the parametrized game setting. In particular, we will intro-
duce the notion of deviation features and examine how this changes the underlying game-theoretic
assumptions.

6 Empirical Experimental Validation

To experimentally validate our estimation algorithms, we propose a number of large-scale experi-
ments. In the parametrized game section, we discussed behavior prediction of humans in matrix
games. To further vet deviation regression, we will examine environment design in internet ad
auctions. That is, using records of ad sales we will aim to predict sales should conditions change.
The goal of this being that we can leverage current observations to aid in understanding cause and
effect type relationships in a market that one controls.

In stochastic and extensive-form games, we propose two similar tasks. The prediction of human
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play in games and game-theoretic strategy compression. The first can be thought of as extrapolating
human behavior, where as the second can be thought of as better understanding of a strategy already
available.

By being able to predict human play in games, we can perform operations like opponent exploita-
tion, intelligent tutoring (pointing out the why in a mistake), and create more realistic sparring
partners. The first application is one that is of great interest to artificial intelligence researchers
and has had many theses written on it alone. Our hope is the introduction of features incorporated
with game-theoretic reasoning will lead to much stronger predictions.

Strategy compression, or mimicking is something that some competitors in the computer poker
competition have employed. Typically, though, the competitors ignore the game-theoretic compo-
nent all together and just train a simple classifier. Our hope is that our approach will be more
accurate and less exploitable by considering aspects of the game. In this domain, in this setting we
additionally have access to a complete strategy, and thus are not bound to the natural observation
model or to lossy demonstrations.

7 Contributions and Timeline

Thesis Statement: We can more efficiently estimate strategic multi-agent behavior from obser-
vations of play in structured and unstructured scenarios by assuming it is rational. By make use
of features beyond utility we further improve our accuracy in practical settings.
Section Outline:

1. Introduction and Related Fields

2. General Estimation Framework

• Problem description, games, regret and observation models

• Strong rationality is necessary, sufficient and well justified

• Principle of maximum entropy to provide statistical guarantees

• Estimation optimization problem

3. Estimation in Normal-form Games

• Internal regret and the ICE polytope

• Efficient dual optimization

• Sample complexity results

• Experiments

4. Estimation in Stateful Games

• Impossibility result: We cannot delay the decision to deviate

• Generalized ICE through regret feature regression

• Understanding the game-theoretic consequences of regression

• Experiments, hotel market entry and human play in matrix games

5. Estimation in Sequential Games
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• Impossibility result: Interaction is necessary

• Stochastic and extensive-form games:

– Tractably sized notion of regret

– Efficient equilibrium computation/dynamics

– Efficient estimation computation

– Introduction and interpretation of deviation features

6. Large-scale Empirical Validation

• Application: Environment Design—Ad Auctions

• Application: Constructing a human-like agent

• Application: Game-theoretic strategy compression

Theory Timeline:

03/2014 Parametrized game counter example

03/2014 Game-theoretic understanding of regret regression

07/2014 Stochastic games, regret and equilibrium computation and deviation features

01/2015 Extensive-form games, regret and equilibrium computation and deviation features

Experimental Timeline:

03/2014 Prediction of human play in matrix games

05/2014 Environment design—Ad auctions

10/2014 Constructing a human-like agent

03/2015 Game-theoretic strategy compression

Writing Timeline:

05/2014 Deviation regression in parametrized games for NIPS

10/2014 Prediction in stochastic games for AISTATS or early ICML

03/2015 Prediction in extensive-form games for somewhere

05/2015 Complete thesis draft
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